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Blocked classes.will be
mandatory for incoming
freshinen fall quarter
by Greg Aldaya
and Matthew Burke
ObseNer Staff
Students may find it harder than
ever to get the classes they need
during fall quarter 1994 when a
block registration system .will begin for incoming freshmen.
William Swain; director of Admissions and Academic Advising
Services, recently submitted a plan
which would free up space in popu:lar basic and breadth courses for
the 1, 125 anticipated new freshmen.
The plan enables ~cademic Services to set aside a fftock of classes
.. .
for incoming freshmen, he said.
=:i.1::::For example, a typical block
Ken Pinnell/The Observer
mightincludeSociology 107 (PrinCentral center Wade Venters gets a jump on the competiciples of Sociology), Art 101 (Intion In Monday~s home game agalnst-Whttworth. Central
troduction to Art) and English 101
won the game 84-81 In overtime.and ls.now 2-,4 in the . (English Composition).
division. Venters scored 19 points and 13 rebounds, for
The term 'course blocking' is a
the Wildcats. See story on page 13.
pseudonym, Swain said.
··.;;::;

English 301 still a required
course for most students
• Department chair says rumors of the removal of
class from .breadth requirements are unfounded
by Matthew Burke
Staff reporter

tain programs, those programs are
changed or eliminated, he said.
"The 301 (cancellation) proposal
was a budget driven idea," he said.
"By cancelling it, we would save
money. The question is: would
that really help students at Cen-

Bad news for those of you wait' ing for the rumored cancellation of
English 301: it will not be happening.
tral?"
English301 willremainarequired
Jessica Kaufman, a senior majorcourse for four-year Central stu- ing in anthropology and a student
dents seeking a bachelor's degree, in Cioffi's English 301 class, did
said Frank Cioffi, chair of the En- ·not think it would.
glish department.
"I took a Sociology 101 class,"
The idea of eliminating English Kaufman said. "My professor had
301 from the general education re- to restructure the whole class bequirements arose at a Faculty Sen- cause no one could write a decent
ate meeting last academic year. paper.''
Since then, rumors of an acrossWriting is something most stuthe-board cancellation of this re- dents need more of, she said. But
1 quirement have been popping up in
making the class a junior level rethe conversations and.registration quirement doesn't provide writing
decisions of many students. ·
experience soon enough.
But the cancellation proposal was
"I think we should get this kind of
turned down, Cioffi said.
instruction at an early stage of col''The general idea is that students lege, not at the senior level," she
are not in need of less writing," said.
, Cioffi said. ''They are in need of
Even if students are juniors or
more."
seniors, they may have trouble getPart of the decision-making pro- ting into an English 301.class.
cess at Central is budget driven, Because of the high demand for the
Cioffi said. If there is not room in class and sometimes varying ada department's budget to fund cer- mission policies from instructor to

Most blocks, he said, are actually
learning communities.
Learning community blocks were
instituted fall quarter 1993 for half
of the incoming freshman class.
New students involved in the program chose from course blocks
designed to accommodate interests
in arts & humanities, business, education, science, sociology, music
or flight technology.
This year's learning community
curriculum will include the entire
incoming freshmen class.
Course blocks will cover a variety
of. fields within the general education realm.
Additionally, these students will
be encouraged to take a one credit
academic advising seminar on a
satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.
Students will be asked to attend
at least nine of the 10 offered seminars. Swain said each class will
begin wjth the implied question,
"What do we need to discuss?" .

Groups of 15-25 students will prepare worksheets on academic information, prepare a personal academic plan, and compose a threepage essay about their academic
process.
These seminars, coupled with the
sharing of common course blocks,
are designed to inform students
about the academic process at Cen~
tra1 and to address any questions or
problems a freshman may have regarding registering for classes or
selecting a major, Swain said.
"We get these students together
in smaller groups," Swain said.
"We can advise them more carefully, we make sure they're in
classes they need as random freshmen and we get their feet on the
ground before they have to actually
go out and start making decisions,"
he said.

See BLOCKS/ page 4

Sinoking ban makes local
restaurants quit cold turkey
by_Matthew Burke
Staff reporter

Both Ellensburg Dairy Queen restaurants will likely comply with
the Dairy Queen corporation's reinstructor, many students have quest that all of its independent
faced repeated rejection while try- franchises ban smoking within their
ing to hold onto their seat.
establishments.
The enrollment cap for any secInternational Dairy Queen Inc.
tion of English 301is25 studeQts, announced Monday it will urge
saidJudithKleck,assistantprofes- some 6,000 Dairy Queen, Orange
sor of English. According to de- Julius and Karmel Korn franchises
partment policy, all students ex- to eliminate smoking in the restaucept sophomores who register for rants.
the class are admitted Most proThis request follows an announcefessors admit 25 students during ment by Arby' s Inc. that it will ban
pre-registration and reserve two cigarette smoking in all of its corseats for seniors who need to sign porate-owned stores and urge more
into the course, she said.
than 1,900independentArby'sres"Mostpeoplelknowtakeanover- taurants to do the same.
loadeverytime,"Klecksaid. "Very
A cooperative board of eastern
few professors take only 25 (stu- Washington Dairy Queen owners
dents).''
will meet in February to discuss the
Even with extra effort from pro- ban on smoking in local restaufessors, some students face diffi- . rants, said Joe Morrow, indepenculty in acquiring the course.
dent owner of both Ellensburg
Pat Stanton, a senior with a double Dairy Queen establishments.
major in accounting and econom"I feel that (the board) will do it,"
ics, is just one example.
Marrow said. "If they vote to ban I
"I've been here five years," willcomply. It'seasiertoadminisStanton said. "I've legitimately trate a restaurant without smoking
been on the roster three times and than with having a smoking seconce tried to sign in, and I still tion.''
haven't gotten into the class."
Currently, the independently
Cioffi said, "You ask why you owned Arby's restaurant in
Ell.ensburg maintains a smoking
See 301 I page 2
and a non-smoking section. The

managementfeels excluding smokers would cost the establishment
valuable business, manager Randy
Fisher said.
"It's like saying anyone who had
glasses on couldn't come here,"
Fisher said.
· The announcemenis by both corporations came hot on the heels of
a proclamation made by Mark
Brown, director of Washington
State's Department of Labor and
Industry, which promises to eliminate the hazard of second-hand
smoke from private office buildings state-wide.
Brown's proposal would outlaw
smoking in office buildings unless
the owners or employers furnished
the buildings with special smoking
lounges equipped with three times
the ventilation currently required
in the standard workplace.
These recent announcements
found inspiration and support in a
study issued by the Environmental
Protection Agency in 1993.
-The report reveals that:
•Second-hand smoke annually
causes 3 ,000 lung cancer deaths
among non-smoking adults.
•Between 15,000and30,000cases
of respiratory ailments in infants
up to 18 months old can be traced to
second-hand smoke.
•Secondhand smoke causes inS~e

SMOKE/ page 5

Page2
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301:Strong writing skills are
needed earlier than junior level
From 301/ page 1

Englis.h department resources and demands
have difficulty getting into 301?
We don't have people to teach it.
We can't afford to have people to
teach it."
An overall look at the English
department's faculty roster verifies this.
In 1972, when the general education requirements included only
English 101 and 301, the department employed 28 full-time tenure-track professors to cover a student enrollment of 6,687.
In 1985, when the general English
requirement was expanded to include English 101, 102, 105· and
301, the department employed only
15 tenure-track professors to cover
a full-time student body of 6,993.
In 1992, the department consisted
of 16 tenure-track professors, four
full-time professors whose contracts are negotiated on a yearly
basis, and 12 part-time temporary
professors.
·
This limited staff, consisting
largelyofunsecuredpositions,covered a student body of 7,697.
The English department has faced
a continually shrinking core offulltime tenure-track faculty and a
growingnumberoffloatinginstructors, Cioffi said.
··we've made up the deficit by
hiring part-time faculty on a quarter by quarter basis," Cioffi said.
•"This is effective in that these
people are qualified, but the fact of
thematteristhatthey'rebeingpaid
at one-third the rate of regular professors," he said.
The department will lose two tenure-track professors this year:
Donald King, who retired after fall
quarter, and assistant professor
James Hale, who will leave after
spring quarter. Fortunately, the
department's budget might allow
themtohirefull-timereplacements,
Cioffi said.
For students who feel they can
create a decent essay, an exemption exam is offered each quarter
for English 101and301.
To qualify for the 301 exemption
exam, students must earn a •B' or
better in both English 101 and 102
and register for the test with the
English department
The next exam, slated for the beginningofFebruary,offersstudents
whopass the option of waiving the
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I

I
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I

respective English requirement.
The test, which consists of reading several articles and synthesizing them into a complete thesis, is
anaccurateevaluationofastudent's
. writing ability, said John Vifian,
professorofEnglish and directorof
the exemption exams.
"It's as accurate as any single experience is going to be," Vifian
said. ··surely we've let students by
who would have benefited by talcing English 301, but I'm sure the
ones we stop would profit from the
class."
But, tie added, very few students
pass the exam.
For those who do not pass, English 301 will re~ain a requirement. All Central students who do
not transfer with an associate degree, have not taken an equivalent
English course at another college
or university and do not test exempt must take it
Cioffi expressed concern about
the writing ability of transfer students who come to Central with an
associatedegreeorwhofulfilltheir
English requirements at community colleges.
These students are not required to
take English 301 and are not subject to an evaluation of their writing ability.
••people tend to blame the English
department," he said. '•They say,
·rve got a student here who's a
senior and who's taken all your

classes but he still can't write a
decent paragraph."'
"Well," Cioffi said, "often times
students aren't required to write a
decentparagraphoutsidetheirfour
English courses. Often, students
don't take their English courses
from us.
"An idea which has been floated
is to forget the exemption from
general education," Cioffi said.
•"These courses are supposed to be
taken your first two years, but we
could have a group of general
courses which have to be taken
your Seniorye.ar."
This proposal would require
transfer students to enroll in an
English 301 class even afterfulfilling an English requirement at another college. English 301 is not
now required of those students.
··we have spread out the writing
requirement," Cioffi said. "I don't
know how wise that was, however,
it does seem to suggest that we
need some competency demonstratedat the junior level or higher."
Stanton disagrees.
•'I've had to write a lot of papers in
all of my other classes," he said.
"This is my fifth year as a senior.
This class isn't going to help."
Kaufman agrees with Stanton.
••If you can'twrite when you'rea
senior, what's the use of teaching
you that late?" she said. " If you
can't communicate, you can't express yourself."

Admissions and Academic
Services to move---{lgain
by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter
Admissions and A.cademic Advising Services will again be located on the first floor of Mitchell
Hall by the beginning of March.
Admissions and Academic Advising Services was formerly located on the first floor until this
quarter when it had to move upstairs to allow remodeling to begin
in Mitchell Hall.
Central's Business Office, which
waslocatedonMitchellHall's second floor, was moved to Bouillon
Hall to make room for Admissions
and Academic Advising Services
to move upstairs.
The Business Office will move
back to Mitchell Hall after the second floor is remodeled. The remodeling is expected to be done by
the beginning of May.
'"It's a complicated planning situation," said John Holman, director
of Facilities Management.
·'shaw-Smyser, Mitchell and
Bouillon halls are kind of dominoes in the game of moving people
around,'' he said...One depends on
the other as to when we get things

done."
Holman said several departments
removed from Shaw-Smyser Hall
are housed in the Language and
Literature Building and the Psychofogy Building.
··once Shaw-Smyser is completed, along with the second floor
of Mitchell Hall, those people who
moved out will move back in,"
Holman said.
Offices now located in Bouillon
Hall will relocate.to the L & Land
Psychology buildings, allowing
Central to begin remodeling Bouillon Hall.
Both floors of Mitchell Hall are
receiving a complete interior remodel that includes new carpets,
painting and furniture partitions,
said Win Hunt, senior architect of
Facilities Management.
Also included in the remodel is a
new phone and computer infrastructure which allows technological
advancements to be utilized in the
future.
Facilities Management chooses
remodeling jobs based on need and
amount of use. Mitchell Hall is
expected to be ready for student
use beginning summer 19CJ4.
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The following organizations will
be conducting interviews for summer jobs on campus this month.
Feb. 9: Camp Easter Seals
Feb. 11: Warm Beach Camps
Feb. 11: Hidden Valley Ranch
Feb. 24: Oregon Caves
Feb. 25: Oregon Caves .
Feb. 25: CYO Camps
If you are interested in any of
these organizations and would like
to sign up for an interview time.
please go to Student Employment,
Barge Hall Room 113. or call 9633008.

The first of a series of brown-bag
video business seminars will begin
at noon Feb. 10 at the Hal Holmes
Center.
This seminar, put on by the
Ellensburg Library and the Hal
Jrolmes Center, is called ''The Business Plan-Your Roadmap to Success." It will last approximately
one hour.
The series is designed for possible entrepreneurs. small business
owners and anyone who has any
interest in the business world. ·
The next seminar will be Feb. 24
at noon, and will be "Home-Based
If you need help filling out the Business-A Winning Blueprint"
1994-95 Financial Aid Renewal
The Holmes Center is located at
Applicationorhavequesuonsabout 201N.RubySt. Freeteaandcoffee
financial aid, informational meet- will be provided at each session.
ings are offered every Wednesday For more information, call 962at 3 p.m. in Barge Hall Room 201. 7240.

The Career Planning and Placement Center will also be offering
interviews and seminars this month.
Feb. 8-10. the center will present
three hour-long seminars titled ''The
Job Search-Getting Started,"
"Resume Writing" and "Interviewing."
These seminars begin at 3 p.m.
and are in Black Hall Room 102.
They will also be repeated March
1-3.

Here are some companies recruiting at the CP&PC this month.
Feb. 8: Target Stores
Feb. 24: Jeld-Wed Inc.
Feb. 24: Payless Shoesource
Feb. 24: Keller Supply
Feb. 28: All-Phase Electric
The Career Planning and Placement Center is in Barge Hall Room
204M.

WANNA GET
SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING?
Several Observer ads
have dates in them. If you
see your birthdate, ZIP on ,
down to that advertiser for
a gift! First person with
birthday only!!

Students may register for service,
use the career library. discuss career concerns or keep up with campus interviews and job listings. The
receptionist can assist you.

Ju lie Rogers was named 1994 Ellensburg Rodeo Queen Jan.
29 during the Royal Court Coronation Banquet at Tunstall
Dining Hall. A crowd of approximately 400 people cheered
as she was crowned by 1993 Ellensburg Rodeo Queen
DeAnna Bridenback.

-~

G.R.E MOCK EXAM
Sign up in the SUB
Thursday,
February 3rd
thru
Tuesday,
February 8th
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

G.R.E Time Saver prep book also
available

Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun-Thurs
11 am-2am Fri & Sat
Open for lunch every day!

Ellensburg

915-6941

Get the academic advantage for
graduate school!

8th & Anderson

sponsored by PSI CHI/Psychology Club

~------~-~~~--~------~----~-~
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Mobile home Manastash Blocks: faculty
Modular finds new home in asked for support
Physical Plant parking lot and cooperation
by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter

From BLOCKS/ page 1

Manastash ModuJar is no longer
located behind Black Hall but has
moved to a new site north of the
Physical Plant
The modular, now located on D
Street in the 0-5 parking lot, will
house Personnel Services in its
southern wing, said John Holman,
director of Facilities Management
Personnel Services is now located
in Bouillon Hall and is expected to
move to Manastash Modular for
the duration of the Bouillon Hall
asbestos removal project, which begins this summer.
Public Safety and Police Services
will also leave the Jongeward
Building, which it currently shares
with Facilities Management, and
move to the north wing of
Manastash Modular.
''The move gives campus police
more direct access to campus while
allowing Facilities Management to
expand into the rest of (the
Jongeward Building)," Holman
said. ''These are moves we have
been planning on for a long time."
Doug Ryder, associate architect
for Facilities Management, said
Central had considered remodeling Public Safety and Police Ser-'
vices but found the Jongeward
Building still didn't have enough
room for the officers or their parking needs.
"Campus police is really looking
forward to moving in," Ryder said.
"It is a move that.is probably overdue for them."
The Manastash Modular was removed from behind Black Hall and
moved to its new location Jan. 1517.
Workers involved in moving the
modular used jacks to lift the structore off its temporary foundation
built from cement blocks. Pneumatic devices lowered the building
directly onto "lowboy" trailers,
Ryder said. From there the build-

He emphasized blocking will be
only for the freshman class, and
just fall quarter.
"It's not something we're doing
for everybody on campus for the
rest of their lives," Swain said.
"We want to be sure freshmen have
balanced schedules."
A memo sent to all Central faculty last week reads in part: "Conversation and correspondence with
faculty over the past two years
indicates that most new, first-year
students are best served by enrolling for fall quarter in a balan~ed
schedule of general education
courses."
General education courses are
basic and breadth courses required
for every student at Central.
The state is also concerned about
making registration more efficient.
The average time for earning a
degree is five years, Swain said.
With the state paying 75 percent
of student costs at Central, the Legislature is looking for more efficient and effective course curriculum for students.
Stephen Hinthome, chair of the
mathematics department, said the
need for block registration is caused
by the order in which students register for classes.
"Sophomores should register for
classes before seniors," he said. "It
(block registration) will cause some
problems for a few years, but it's
not a bad attempt overall."

New location
of

Manastash
Building

ing was moved directly to its new and Police Services.
Manastash Modular will not be
home on D Street.
"Getting the moduJar off of the moved again, Ryder said. With
trailer was the difficult part," Ryder proper maintenance, modulars like
it may be used for up to 30 or 40
said.
"The wind picked up after we had years.
"Certainly they are not the pretti(Manastash) jacked up," he said.
''The workers were afraid they est buildings," Ryder said
"But they meet the need and they
might drop it."
Manastash Modular is now on a bridge the gap between major conpermanent foundation and Central struction projects," he said
The other temporary building,
plans to move the new occupants in
Naneum Modular. will be left alone
by mid-March.
But the work is still not complete, until the completion of the Bouillon Hall asbestos removal project,
Holman said.
Previously, Manastash Modular Holman said.
didnotcontainanyrestrooms,forcing its occupants to walk next door
to Black Hall.
The modular' s new location is not
as close to any other facility and
plµmbing codes prevent any new
restrooms outside.
Memorial services took place practice in February 1992.
After restrooms are added, the
Tuesday
for Dr. Charles Richard
He and his wife, who is Central's
modular will undergo a redesign of
· some of the interior space in order Murphy Sr., 65, who died Jan. 28. dean of Professional Studies and a
MurphywasbomAug.29, 1928, professor of education, moved to
tocatertotheneedsofPublicSafety
in Toledo, Ohio. He. graduated Ellensburg in June 1992.
from Jessup W. Scott High School
Murphy was a founding member
in 1946 before attending the Uni- of W. Ohio Academy of Dental
versity of Toledo, where he re- Practice administration and a life
ceived a bachelor of science de- member of the Ohio State Alumni.
gree. Murphyreceivedhisdoctor- HewasalsoamemberoftheElk's
MOVIES, MUNCHIES
ate of dental surgery from Ohio · Club in Toledo, Ohio.
. . .EVEN BOOKS
State University, and then served
In Ellensburg, he served on the
twoyearsasa U.S.Armyofficer. board of the Children's Activity
AND SCHOOL
He married Linda Baker Aug. Museum and was a member of the
26, 1960, in Toledo, Ohio.
First Presbyterian Church.
SUPPLIES.
Murphy retired from his dental .. Murphy is survived by his wife

SAVE.LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.
DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO
$145/month.
Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victims,
surgery patients, and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products. •
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
can donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
student organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.

EXTENDED

~IPA~

Mon. thru Thur. 8:00am-8:00pm
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
HOU RS 1 Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm
26 S. 2nd Street• Yakima, WA
J

457-7878

Initially, upperclassmen may have
difficulty gaining access to blocked
courses, Swain said. However, they
will have from May 1994 to September 1994 to get into these
courses.
"We're going back and looking at
the courses freshmen traditionally
take and the number of freshmen
that traditionally take them," he
said. "Then we're going to the departments and saying, can we reserve these numbers?
"We're not imposing this on the
faculty, we 're asking the faculty if
we can do it."
"Our purpose is to serve students
rather than to develop rigid programs," Swain said. "Where it helps
we will continue, where it hurts we
will discontinue."
But Hinthome said block registration would have to be closely
coordinated with the math department
· "We will still save spaces for seniors by telling advisers we only
have 20 spaces (for freshmen) out
of 50 (in a class)," he said.
Those 20 spaces for freshmen may
eventually grow to 40, or even SO,
Hinthome said.
"In tenns of math, he (Swain)
won't have a free reign," he said.
The English department doesn't
foresee much of a problem with the
new blocking system.
"I don't think it (blocking) will
make the existing problem (with
getting classes) any worse," said
Frank Cioffi, chair of the English
department.

Spouse of Central administrator dies

Scholarship fund established in memory of Ohio dentist
Linda; a son, Charles Richard
Murphy Jr. and his wife, Zo Ellen,
of Sykesville, Md.; a daughter,
Mary Anne Davis and her husband, Roger, of Nashville, Tenn.;
a sister, Gloria Lee Vesting of
Marco, Fla.; and five grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by his
parents, Dr. Howard James and
Dorothy Murphy, and one sister.
A scholarship fund is being establishedin his memory. Lin Douglas. associate dean of the School
of Professional Studies, is collecting contributions.
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Non-winter weather
forces cancellation of
'Exposure' filming
by Gregg Rqulst
Staff reporter
Ellensburg residents missed out
on a chance for fame last week
when the producers of the hit CBS
television program "Northern Exposure" canceled plans to film an
episode in town.
The storyline on the show called
for Ellensburg to be turned into
· Cantwell, Alaska, during winter
filming. In the show, Cantwell is
supposed to be covered in snow
and located in the frozen tundra of
Alaska.
.
The show's producers liked the
appearance of Ellensburg and
wanted to use the city in the show.
"The producers wanted the frozen tundra look," said Lola Nelson
Mills, assistant to the city manager.
"And with no snow this winter they
got the sage brush look instead."
The decision to cancel filming in
Ellensburg was made by the producers of the show in Los Angeles.

Couch-carrying culprits.captured
Domino's deliverer dislikes .dormitory drenching
• On Jan. 25, a campus police
officer observed three men ·
•
carrying a couch near Ninth
Avenue. When the officer
approached the men, he found
out they were from Muzzall Hall.
The officer also noticed the
couch was from the SUB. The
couch was held as evidence, and
campus police recommended
the county prosecutor's office
charge the men with seconddegree theft.

The town didn't resemble Alaska
to convince the producers
to continue with film'ing plans.
The script of the episode which
called for frozen tundra has been
rewritten, and now filming will take
place in snowy parts of Roslyn and
a wooded area near it.
The filming cancellation came
about because of the unusually low
snowfall this year. Last January,
Ellensburg and surrounding communities were blanketed with more
than 13 inches of snow.
•Police services are
Any snow that has fallen in continuing their program
Kittitas Valley this winter has sub- to educate and enforce
sequently melted.
seat belt laws. Friday
The producers of "Northern Ex- evening, an 18-year-old
posure" were planning to hire an man was cited for failing
off-duty Ellensburg police officer to wear a seat belt.
and three reserve police officers to Saturday morning, police
providesecurityandassistwithany cited a 26-year-old man
necessarystreetclosuresduringthe for not wearing his seat
filming.
. belt on 11th and Alder
Mills said most filming was streets. Monday, a 19-year-old
planned to be along Fourth Avenue woman was cited on Chestnut
and Pearl Street.
Street. Another man was cited
Monday in the Student Village
area.

~. ooowgh

Smoke: Privately-owned local
businesses to take hardest blow
From SMOKE/ page 1

,
creased severity of symptoms in
children with asthma.
The impact of Brown's proposal
has not yet been felt in Ellensburg,
said City Attorney Paul Sullivan.
Currently, all downtown state facilities do not allow smoking in
accordance with the Washington
Clean Indoor Air Act, Sullivan
said.
This includes all academic and

.. '
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office buildings on campus.
The establishments which may
be affected are privately owned
businesses which have contact with
the public, Sullivan said. "They
are the ones which might feel the
impact," he said.
. Even though Brown's proposal
has not become law, one longtimehangoutforsmokers,theFour
Winds Bookstore and Cafe, recently became a non-smoking es-

• The morning of Jan. 27, a
woman in Stephens-Whitney
reported the disappearance of the
front wheel and seat from her
bicycle parked in the hall.
Another woman in the hall
reported the disappearance of her
front wheel at the same time.
Another bike was stolen from the
Stephens-Whitney courtyard.

• People working in Barge Hall
called campus police Jan. 27 to
!s><>~. the possible thefj of ~ax
machine. The machine had been
in a box inside a storage closet in
the hall, though no one remembered seeing it since mid-July. A
worker looked in the box,
couldn't find it and contacted
officers.

Campus
Cops

• A man was riding his bike
along Walnut Street the
evening ofJan. 27. According
to police reports, he attempted to
jump a curb, but instead hit the
curb, flew over his handlebars,
and landed on the ground. He
continued to Muzzall Hall,
where he contacted officers for
assistance. They came to
Muzzall, looked at the man's
scrapes and decided he did not
need .transportation to the
hospital. They also checked the
lighting in the area of the crash.

tablishmeinlit.m
· ••••••l••••••llllB!lllllllllllll~~!!i ·:·:···:·:·:·:·:·-.···:·.····.:·:···-.:··=·:·

• Several people reported
. receiving harassing telephone
calls last week. A man in an
academic building said someone
called and threatened him Jan.
25. A Muzzall man said someone used slanderous language
over the. phone the same night.
The next morning, a woman in
Moore Hall said that for the last
13 days, someone had been
calling her and hanging up.
Police are continuing to investigate.
• The afternoon of Jan. 27,
a Coca-Cola vendor re- .
stocking Hitchcock Hall's
machines reported
someone had poured salt
in the hall's Coke machine. The machine is
being repaired.
• The same afternoon, officers
were called to Black Hall for two
different theft reports. A
professor said two textboo~ had
been stolen from an office.
Another professor said three
books were missing from a · ·
different office in the same
general area.

• Friday night, an employee of
Domino's Pizza called officers to
report being sprayed two times
with a water gun while delivering
to Beck Hall. Police have a
suspect and an investigation is
pending.
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OBSERVANCE
English 301 a needed course
Students should heed graduates' advice
Considering the recently published survey results regarding
Central graduates' opinions of the education they received here, the
decision to keep Eng1ish 301 as a general education requirement
seems wise.
The survey indicated a majority of the graduates who responded
thought they would've benefited from more university writing
courses.
If Central is trying to use those surveys as indicators of what
should be changed, dropping English 301 would be counterproductive.
What's the point in taking a survey if the results aren't going to
matter?
Many students feel the requirement should be dropped-those who
haven't taken it say it's too difficult to get signed in to and those
who have say they didn't get anything out of it, that it was a repeat
of previous English courses .
.Further, the English department is obviously struggling with budge
restrictions to get instructors for the course.
Dropping English 301 is certainly a simple solution to budget and
registration problems and is a step forward in the quest for useful
and interesting courses.
But what would be lost?
Most obviously, an opportunity for students to improve their
writing skills.
So what if the course is repetitive?
Writing is a skill that is never mastered.
Each term paper, business letter and document is different. No
single approach can be universally applied.
We as students need to realize that. ·
If you didn't get anything out of English 301, maybe you took the
wrong approach.
Maybe you should've seized the opportunity to practice writing
instead of waiting for your instructor to hand you your Certificate of
Mastery in writing.
You will wait a long time for that to happen.
If you 're still not convinced there is value in this general education
requirement, think again about the survey results.
They were obtained from people who were Central students a few
short years ago and are now competing for jobs out in the cold,
cruel, real world-the same position you will one day find yourself
in.
Those people said more writing courses at Central would help them
in their present position.
They have found the real world, and employers, require good
writing skills.
Listen to them while the opportunity -is still before you.
Diane M. Schuirman

~*'ft~
Dtstrot>uted t>y Trot>une Media Se<•oces

LETTERS
KCAT disc jockeys need respect
l

To the Editor:
First of all, let me introduce myself: former KCAT disc jockey.
I was kicked off the air during a
shift without reason or even the
courtesy of proper tact.
The real reason I was kicked off
was because a fell ow disc jockey
had unknowingly been blacklisted.
She was helping me at the station
when we were told to get out and,
hasically, not to let the door hit us
on the way.
No more than that was said.

I think it would be best to let
would-be disc jockeys out there
know their efforts as a volunteer
will not be appreciated by KCA T. I
would even go so far as to say the
whole situation is tainted with injustices and inconsistencies.
I foolishly believed this was a
station made by the students of
Central for the students of Central.
I'm here to tell both faculty and
students it is not.
I would even appeal to the dean
himself to consider some possible

guidelines governing rules of conduct at KCAT-not just for the
disc jockeys, but, clearly, for the
management as well.
With as much tact as I can muster,
I bid KCAT good luck on the rocky
road they appear to be taking. I
hope the management will come to
realize they will only be respected
as far as they respect their staff.
Anonymous

Director 'dismayed'
To the Editor:
I would like to state for the record
my anger and dismay over the inaccurate reporting of my position
as well as the fallacious statements
attributed to me which I found in
Staci West's article in the Jan. 27
edition of The Observer concerning criminal background checks on
athletes.
Ms. West stated that I disagreed
with the official position of the
university in regards to background
checks. This is a total misrepresen-

talion of my position.
What I did state was if background
checks are to be conducted, they
should be conducted for all students, not just a certain segment of
the student population. Yes, I did
state it would be nice to do background checks and the department
does not have the money or personnel necessary, but that was said in
conjunction with the previous statement.

See RECORD/page 7

Task force to focus on violence, campus issues
To the Central community:
The issue of violence in our society continues to gather headlines as
our communities, our states and
indeed our nation struggle to cope
with personal and group confrontations and move toward a sense of
community and hope.
The calls for communitarianism
and a national renaissance are widespread and heartfelt.
Violence-be it physical, emotional or environmental; racial.
sexual or ethnic-is a preeminent
national concern.
At Central, we are not immune
from these problems. We have
heard of the harassment of students
whose color, gender or lifestyle
differs from the majority. We have
seen insensitive and racist themes
in publications.
We have.had allegations of rape.

These incidents are disturbing in
themselves; they merit further concern when one reflects on a climate
in which such incidents occur.
Such incidenis are symptoms-albeit dramatic ones-of larger issues of civility, humanity and respect for others within our comm unity.
·
Certainly Central is not exempt
from the ills of society. nor can we
expect to be a community totally
free from cynicism or violence. We
believe that as a community, Central has a responsibility to address
issues of safety and of climate.
We are calling on the campus comm unity to participate in an endeavor
of self-inquiry and development in
order to assess the campus climate,
specifically but not exclusively as it
relates to issues of gender, diversity
and safety; to educate ourselves
about what is happening at our sis-

ter institutions and nationally; and
to begin to make improvements in
our community environment.
This call for .reflection and for
action relates directly to our mission as an institution of higher edu- ·
cation. Indeed, the role of the academy in society is to provide a safo
and healthy forum for debate, analysis and the development of both
moral and ethical reasoning.
As Richard Tarnas points out,
philosophers since. Plato have argued that the purpose of education
is to provide a " ... well-designed
environment (which will) bring
forth rational individuals.___capable
of understanding the world and
themselves. able to act in the most
intelligent fashion for the good of
the whole ... with the mind cleared
of traditional prejudices and superstitions ... (humanity can) estnblish
a rational world within which all

(can) flourish."
The creation of a civil, respectful
environment bears directly on our
ability to fulfill our mission. Safe
and productive academic inquiry
occurs in a climate which is respectful and humane.
Academic learning is a tool for
informing personal and public decisions; at Centrat we should be
equally concerned with the development of the intellect and the fostering of humanity.
Therefore, we are ,calling for the
campus community to reflect on
our learning environment. Weneed
to talk to each other, to share our
perceptions of, our experiences in.
and our goals for our environment.
Toward this end, we are creating a
task force to work individually, in
small teams and as a whole to:
a. Reach out to students, faculty
and staff to learn about the history

and current status of the campus
climate, particularly but not exclusively as it relates to issues of gender and diversity.
b. Articulate the importance of
individual self-expression, freedom
andacommitmenttoahealthycommunity.
In the process. all concerns will be
heard and respected in order to
broaden our concept of collegiality
beyond a small circle oflike-minded
individuals. The process will not
be governed by rule-making and
edicts, but by a commitment to
listening. learning and education.
c. Hear the concerns of Central
community members about issues
which affect the campus climate
relative to gender, diversity and
lifestyle, and which affect the level
of personal and psychological se-

See TASK/page 7
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OP-ED
Task force calls-for particlp·a tion
From TASK/page 6

groups in the various divisions and
departments of the university.

curity for all individuals on this
campus.
d. Collect information, ideas and
possibilities about how we at Central can create a renaissance of caring.
Our vision is for all members of
this community to become committed to the elimination of occasions
of harassment, assault, acquaintance
rape and more subtle but equally
disturbing incidents which contribute to a hostile climate for all members of the-community.
e. Identify, recognize and build
upon the positive efforts already
underway on campus to address issues of climate.
f'. Utilize information being collected by other committees and

We haveaskedRobertBrown,dean
of the College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences, and Linda Ruffer, director of the Women'sRcsource Center, to co-chair the task force which
will lead this campus initiative.
Others who have particular experience and expertise will serve as
consultants to the task force.
This task force will be talking with
a number of you (individually, as
well as sponsoring several campus
focus groups and forums) about this
critical issue.
In addition, we ask you to be
proactive in providing your views
and information to the committee.
To paraphrase Robert Kennedy,
··we need the best of many, not of
just a few ... " -

If this campus is to move to an
era of greater cooperation, civility
and productivity, each of us must
be willing to engage in a discussion of the issues which directly
affect our community in order to
create an environment that is both
safe and supportive for learning
and working.
We ask that all members of our
campus community join in sharing facts, concerns and alternatives.
You may contact any member of
the task force, consultants to the
task force, or our offices to share
thoughts, information or concerns.
Every effort will be made to respect the privacy of individuals if
they request confidentiality.
During the next 12 months, nil of
you will have opportunities to become better informed and to take

Record should be 'set straight'
From RECORD/page 6
I nlso stated if Central accepts an
individual as a full time student, we
have no right to keep him from turning out for sports. Further, I stated
that when we recruit, we talk to
coaches concerning their players.
We do not search out permanent
files, as that is an invasion of privacy. I never stated "the university
does not do enough screening of
prospectivy recruits;" nor did I state
"criminal background checks would
improve the recruiting process."
If a student athlete has had problems elsewhere (for example, incarceration) but has been admitted in
good standing, athletics may be a
valuable part of rehabilitation and
reintroduction to the education and
skills necessary to overcome those
problems. Our society believes in
rehabilitation. Why should we not,
as a university, aiso believe?
My statement about "a fourth-degree assault" was completely and
totally taken out of context. What I
stated was if a student-athlete ran
into trouble, such as a fourth-degree
assault/or example, we would treat
it very seriously and try to work
with him to improve the situation
rather ·than just abandon him. We
firmly believe in .the concept of "innocent until proven guilty."
Finally, I must address what is to

me the most damaging of the misquotes. Ms. Westquotedmeassaying athletes shol;)ld be treated differently: "they can say they're the same
as other students but they're not.
They have more responsibility."
NEVER, in my entire professional
career in athletics, have I said athletes were different. I have always
maintained student-athletesarejust
that-students and athletes. What I
did say was athletes are treated differently by society and they
shouldn't be.
I am deeply disturbed that this type
of inaccurate reporting is printed in
the guise of truth. I am perturbed
that Ms. West was not open with me
when she first called, claiming .she
was writing a paper for a class and
not indicating she was a reporter
(although my ,answers would have
been the same).
I resent Ms. West's implication I
hold aposition both against university and athletic department policy.
But more than anything else, I am
angry iny own ethical and moral
beliefs have been so misrepresented
in the name of "journalism."
I sincerely hope you will publish
this letter in its entirety, as I believe
I have the right to set the record
straight concerning my statements
and opinions.
Gary C. Frederick
Director of Athletics
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In response to Mr. Frederick's
letter, l will say l identified myself
as being with The Observer.! spoke
with him over the phone and have
notes from our conversation. Anyone who wishes to may see those
notes. I stat.id by all the facts and
quotes in my story.
Staci A. West

positive actions toward improving for creating a community in which
the campus climate. The task force all members can best learn and work.
will collect information from the
With your help, we can make Cencommunity, and the effort will cul- tral a stronger academic institution
minate in:
which is not cloistered from the
a. A campus-wide conference to sometimes harsh realities of society,
address issues of climate, diver- but rather a community which is a
sity, gender and community.
model and a leader in the effort to
b. An agenda for change.which transform society.
will be submitted toourofficcs and
the Board of Trustees, incorpo- Ivory V. Nelson, president
rated into the Strategic Plan and
implemented.
Thomas D. Moore, provost and vice
c. The creation of a strategy for president of Academic Affairs
programming, discussion and planning which will ensure that this Courtney S. _Jones, vice president of
initiative is an integral part of Business and Financial Affairs
Central's future.
Gregory Trujillo, vice president of
We have a responsibility to set an Student Affairs
agcndn fortheinstitution,anagcnda
that not only determines academic Mark A. Young, vice president of
standards but also sets a moral t0ne University Advancement

The Answer People will be back in five minutes.
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KCAT offers radio alterrrative
by Joann Horne
Staff reporter
Many Central students may find
Ellensburg radio stations lacking
musical variety.
Students wanting a broader range
of choices can tune in to Central's
cable radio station, KCAT, found
at91.5FM, which plays alternative
music and also has a variety of
specialty shows.
The students running KCAT don't
receive much compensation for
their services because there is no
school credit or pay involved.
For this reason, it's hard to get
students to stay with KCA T, said.
Mark Noesen, a senior broadcast
journalism major and station manager.
"Those who do, do it because they
love music," he said.
The music KCAT plays varies
because its announcers don't have
much in common except eccentric
musical tastes, Noesen said.
During regular programming,
each announcer plays 40 songs
separated into four categories.
These categories, called hot, medium, light and adds, are referred to
as rotation.
The purpose of rotation is to make
sure the hottest music gets played
enough, but not too much, Noesen
said.
Hot rotation, consisting of the most
popular songs, is played most frequently. A song in hot rotation is
played about once every three and .
a half hours, Noesen said.
A song in medium rotation, the
next most popular songs, is played
about once every five hours, he
said.
Light rotation songs are less popular than medium rotation and are
played once every seven hours,
Noesen said.
Adds, songs coming in during the
previous week, are played about
once a day, he said.
During;the announcer's program,
the announcer must play nine songs
an hour from the rotation categories described above.
These songs consist of two hots,
three mediums, two lights, and one
add.
However, the announcers can

KCAT station manager Mark Noesen sends sounds to Central's campus. KCAT is found at 91.5 FM on the radio dial.
choose their own songs for the rest
of the hour.
This process gives KCAT announcers their own style, Noesen
said.
While KCA T and other college
radio stations allow announcers to
pick their own music, they also
allow new bands to gain exposure,
Noesen said.
The music KCA T adds to the
rotation are songs the staff feels
students will enjoy, but these songs
are not heard on a lot of other radio
stations, Noesen said.
When KCAT drops a song, it is no
longer played at regular intervals
during the day, but can be played as
an announcer's choice, or if a listener requests it.
Preparation time for shows varies
for each individual announcer, depending on how good the announcers want their show to be, Noesen
said.
"Most people come in 15-20 minutes early to pick what compact
discs they are going to play," he
said. "Newer people come in a half
hour early."
The announcers also use this time

to think of what they might say on
tfie air between songs, what songs
they want to play, and what to say
about the songs to make the show
interesting, Noesen said.
Someannouncersspendmorethan
30 minutes preparing for a show.
"I spent three hours last night going over what I'm going to play,"
said Jason Walling, a junior public
relations major.
An average show for Wailing lasts
three hours, he said.
On the other hand, some announcers don't need as much preparation
time.
"If I come in early and pull my
three hours of music I get bored,"
Noesen said. "I like to do it by the
seat of my pants. I don't usually
plan it out. I let the show go ... I try
to make it more like a roller
coaster."
Noescn usually pJays lisJencrs'
requests for most of his show.
For students who are not satisfied
listening to KCA T's normal rotation, there arc specially shows.
The specialty shows feature acertain musical style or theme where
the announcer does not have to

play the normal rotation.
The weekday features include an
Electric Espresso Morning Show,
a show with more chatter to get the
listener going.
The show plays normal rotation
and is on from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. It is
hosted by freshman Matt Drew.
In addition to songs and talk, Drew
also calls businesses, toll-free numbers and people while he's on the
air, he said.
Drew also shares useless but interesting trivia bits during his show,
he said.
At 7:30 a.m. Drew presents MTV
Left of the Dial, which features a
recorded voice from Kennedy, a
video jockey from MTV.
A video jockey is similar to an
announcer, except the video jockey
introduces videos instead of songs.
MTV Left of the Dial can also be
heard at 1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on
KCAT.
Kennedy's show features music
from a new band every day, and a
three to four minute interview with
the band.
The bands featured are ones that
have just made it big or are gaining

popularity in the United States.
If students don't want to listen to
Kennedy, they can hear quick news
updates at 1p.m.,3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Students who like heavy metal
music can listen to KCAT's specialty show, Metal Meltdown, on
Mondays from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Chris Covello, a junior broadcast
journalism major, and Chad Rikard,
a senior video productim major,
are announcers on the show.
Covello and Rikard are also known
as ''The Metalman CC" and "Randy
Michaels," respectively.
"I was an announcer last quarter
and playing the normal rotation,"
Rikard said.
"When I would get a slot where I
could play what I wanted, I'd play
metal," he said. "That's when Mark
(Noesen) asked me ifI wanted to
co-host the (Metal) Meltdown."
For those students who like music
with a distinctive beat from outside
the United States, KCAT offers a
specialty show called Reggae
Lunch, hosted by Thommy Hinds,

See KCAT/page 9

Professor visits United Arab Emirates
by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter

Professor Ken Calhoun, who recently returned from the United Arab Emirates where he
worked at a furniture manufacturing factory, shows his skill at Central's wood shop.

The first thing Ken Calhoun noticed when his 25 hour flight to the
United Arab Emirates landed was
the heat.
"It was midnight and still about
90 degrees," he srud.
Calhoun, who is a Central professor of industrial engineering
technology, traveled to the United
Arab Emirates to look at a furniture manufacturing factory on the
request of a former student whose
family owned the factory.
Calhoun spent four and a half
months in the United Arab Emirates, staying from the middle of
last summer to two days before
Christmas.

While there, he was struck by the
differences between American and
Middle Eastern culture.
"I remember the chants they
played over the speakers to call
Moslems to pray," Calhoun said.
"They would go to the mosque five
times a day." The time to pray did
not affect the operation of the furniture factory.
"Most of the labor in the factory
was imported from surrounding
countries like India, Afghanistan,
and Pakistan," Calhoun said. "'Most
of them were not Moslem and did
not take time off to pray."
The average worker at the Touchwood Factory, where Calhoun
worked, made the equivalent

See TRIP/page 10
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KCAT: Music
includes rap,
reggae, rock
From KCAT/page 8
a senior broadcast journalism major.
The show plays on Tuesdays from
noon to 1 p.m.
For students wanting to hear
Northwest bands that have not yet
made it to mainstream popularity,
KCA T offers North by Northwest
on Tuesdays from 9 to 11 p.m.
Tom New-Man, a senior ancient
Gennan studies major, hosts the
show.
New-Man'smajorcombinesGerman and history.
Sophomore Reid Cameron, a human studies major, also hosts the
show.
New-Man wanted to host this
show because he's really into the
Northwest scene, he said.
CalJleron likes hosting the show
because people listen to him and he
can m_;ike fun of people on the air,
he said.
Students who enjoy rap, hip hop
(a mixture of rap and rhythm and
blues), and rhythm and blues can
tune in to Party Central on Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p.m.
"It's a rap show with a white guy,"
Walling said, who is also known as
"Search," a host of Party Central.
The show is spontaneous, because
there are four announcers doing the
show and they play off of each
other's jokes while they are on the
air, Walling said. _
Bix Cruz, Nick Scott and Dannis
Henry, all junior public relations
majors, join Walling in broadcasting Party Central.
Party Central sometimes broadcasts at parties from a student's
house, if requested by the people of.
the house.
Students wanting a specialty show
without musical style can tune into
Radio Free America, hosted by
Noesen, on Thursdays from 9 p.m.
to midnight.
Noesen plays many requests and

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

comedy albums during the show.
"I thought it would be nice if
people could call in and request
anything the station has," Noesen
said.
If the listener requests something
KCAT has, such as old or new
rock, Noesen will play it, Noesen
said. However, KCAT can't play
country or opera because the station doesn't have that type of music, he said.
Students wanting a variety of
music can tune in to the medley
of specialty shows on KCAT on
Sundays.
For example, The Other Side, a
Christian show playing a wide variety of music, is hosted by Chris
Hull, a junior music major, and
Brian Barnes, a senior business
administration major.
The show's music includes rap,
alternative, and rock.
"The show doesn't just reach out
to Christians," Hull said.
"It reaches out to all groups. We
like playing the different styles,"
he said.
On the other hand, Up Close, a
show that comes on compact disc
featuring mainstream artists, plays
on s ·u ndays from 1 to 2 p.m.
Every week the show is different
because different artists are played.
Students wanting to hear late
1970s to early 1980s music can
tune into The Golden Years, hosted
by Cher Reith, a senior social services major, and sophomore Chandler Reiker.
The show plays on Sundays from
6 to 8p.m.
The UK Rock Block, a compact
disc show that plays contemporary
music from the United Kingdom,
plays on Sundays from 8 to lOp.m.
Marc Trepanier, a senior broadcast major and KCAT announcer,
said, "We're trying to get different
people to listen. Maybe they'll find
out what a good station it is."
For a KCAT cable hookup, on or
off-campus, call 963-2283 or 9632311.

John Costello/The Observer

A Central student smokes a cigarette outside a non-smoking building.

Barto tests new smoking rule
by Al Harrison
Staff reporter
One residence hall has been
trying to find the fine line
between smoking students'
right to smoke and nonsmoking students' right to
clean air.
A forum was held two weeks
ago to decide whether or not ·
Barto Hall residents should be
able to smoke cigarettes on
Barto's balconies.
More than 30 residents
showed up to speak.
Only four students attending
the hearing felt smoking
outside rooms is unfair to nonsmoking students.
Their main compl<1int:
cigarette smoke can easily enter
rooms through open windows,
and the ashes and butts litter
the ground.
Prior to the forum, a Barto
Living Group Adviser sent out
a questionnaire asking residents
what they thought about
changing the present policy,
which stated that smoking can
only occur inside rooms, said
Barto manager Perry Putnam, a
sen~rlawandjusticemajo~

"Sixty-eight percent of the
fliers returned were from
students interested in being
able to smoke outside," he said.
The forum was moderated by
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four members of the Residence
Hall Arbitration Council.
RHAC decided a new policy
should be tested to see if any
problems arise, Putnam said.
For one month, residents will
be able to smoke on Barto
balconies as long as they smoke
before quiet hours and an
ashtray is present, Putnam said.
"A warning will be given the
first time someone is caught
smoking without an ashtray,"
Putnam said. ''The second time
(someone is) caught, (it) means
that person gets to volunteer to
help the custodians for an
hour."
In accordance with Barto's
new change in policy, students
in other residence halls need to
be more sensitive about how
their neighbors may react to
smoking, said Shirleen Sterkel,
housing program coordinator.
Federal laws prohibiting
smoking in government-owned
buildings apply to the hallways
within a residence hall, Sterkel
said.
However, these laws do not
apply to students' rented rooms,
she said.
"A student's room is a

student's room, and smoking
is not illegal (within a
student's room), except in
(alcohol and tobacco free)
Sparks Hall," she said.
Some smoking students seem
to be following Sterkel's
advice about sensitivity to
non-smoking students.
For example, Jo Val Fabela, a
junior nutrition. major and a
cigarette smoker, lives in
North Hall.
"I don't smoke a lot, way
less than a pack a day, but I
have a lot of friends coming
over every day, and they
smoke all the time," Fabela
said.
One look at Fabela's room
will show he makes an attempt
to prevent the possibility of
smoke escaping.
A thick blanket hangs
separating part of his room
from the two-foot entryway
before the door.
Fabela also places a towel
over the crack underneath the
door.
"My neighbors shouldn't
have to smell stale smoke as
they walk past my room,"
Fabela said.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Classic Film Series

T~e Malrese Falcon
John Huston
draws a dark
cynical world
with painfully
deep perception.
Sam Spade,
played by
Humphrey Bogart,
is caught in the
desperate search
for the jewelled
falcon of Malta. Spade's pursuit of his
partner's killer leads him to a group of individuals who want the black bird: Brigid
O'Shaughnessy (Mary Astor), Joel Cairo
(Peter Lorre), Caspar Gutman (Sydney
Greenstreet).
Sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities and the English Department

February 6
7pm
$2.50
McConnell
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TRIP: Work,
water and food
differ frorrf·u :·s.
From TRIP/page 8

tory, Calhoun took time to visit the
United Arab Emirates' coastal areas of the Persian Gulf and the
Gulf of Oman.
"My wife came over in November and we took trips in to the desert
and the coast," he said.
"Even though we could drive
across the country in about half a
day there was still so much to see,"
Calhoun said.
"Desert is a big flat expanse of
nothing ... so different from what
we see here (in central Washington)," he said.
Another thing Calhoun appreciated in the United Arab Emirates
was the food.
"A lot of the restaurants cook
right out on the sidewalk," he said.
"I could pick a very filling sandwich made of mutton for about 50
cents," he said. "I think it was
goat's meat, because I never saw
any sheep."
Calhoun also appreciated the
luxury of drinkable tap water after
returning to the United States.
Most water in the United Arab
Emirates is desalinated to have the
salt removed.
This method makes the water usable for irrigation and plumbing;
however, it doesn't necessarily
make the water drinkable.
Most United Arab Emirates'
drinking water is bottled.
"It feels great to tum a tap (in the
United States) and get clear drinking water," Calhoun said.

United States wage of 85 cents an
hour.
The factory pay scale is above
the UnitedArabEmirates' national
average, which is around 60 cents
an hour.
'
However, the company provided
free uniforms and housing.
In addition, workerS were paid a
relatively low food allowance, and
the factory provided meals.
The factory workers started at
seven in the morning and finished
at eight at night, Calhoun said.
The day was broken up, with an
hour for lunch and two half hour
breaks, both unpaid.
.
While Calhoun noticed differences in the working environments
of the United States and the United
Arab Emirates, he also had problems with the language barrier.
Due to the imported labor from
so many countries, there were
many languages spoken in the factory, Calhoun said.
" ... They have adopted English in
the factory, but it was still very
difficult to get anything complex
across," he said.
He gave the example of one
worker learning the programming
of a production machine.
"I had a difficult time getting
through to him because of the lan.guage barrier," Calhoun said.
In addition to working at the fac-
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An apparently happy patron enjoys the atmosphere at Frazz's Sports Emporium.

Frazz's has laughter, diversity
will also be welcomed, said
Frazzini.
Frazz's was designed to attract
such groups.
Inside Frazz 's, the lounge is
fairly well-lit and assumes an
aura of the television sitcom,
"Cheers," with several televisions placed throughout the
room, including a 10 foot by 10
foot projection screen television
for viewing shows and sporting
events.
Another part of the emporium
is the billiards room, which is
complete with three new pool
tables and several video games.
The restaurant itself has three
different dining areas which are
generally open. but can be
sectioned off with glass garage
doors that are pulled down from
the ceiling.
These doors are actually
working garage doors and are
manually pulled down by the
employees.
When the doors are up, they
are practically invisible as they
lie against the ceiling.
Two sections of the dining
area have smaller televisions
placed in inconspicuous
comers.
Overall, the emporium offers a
cozy, family-style feel with
many windows giving the
dining area a relaxing and
spacious atmosphere.
Internally, the emporium looks
~---------------------~~~~~ea~~~m,oomp~~w~
pillars, flags and images of
athletes placed on the roof.
Glass garage doors were used
inside Frazz' s and cement was
used on the walls and pillars as
part of the decor to give the
customer a sense of visiting a
stadium, Frazzini said.
But sports is not the only thing
the emporium has to
basketball court.
Frazzini also plans to build a
sand volleyball court and softball
batting cage this spring and
A group of five people arrived
summer for people to enjoy, and
on a lazy Monday evening in
to add diversification to the
celebration of a student's 21st
emporium, he said.
birthday.
Frazzini's plans to build the
Everyone in the group appeared
establishment began about 18
jubilanl and cager to enjoy the
months ago with the intent of
festivities while crowding into a
providing Ellensburg with a
booth.
The people talked and laughed, unique business.
He's excited about Ellensburg
while amiably tormenting the
birthday girl with unusual drinks, having a place where customers
such as the brain hemorrhage and can go to enjoy a sporting event
on a projection screen television,
the blow job.
or play a game of basketball,
The group laughed with
volleyball or darts, Frazzini said.
merriment as the girl attempted
He also hopes people will come
to drink the blow job without
and utilize what the sports
using her hands at the crowded
emporium has to offer, he said.
table in Frazz' s.
"We opened in the middle of the
Frazz's Sports Emporium is a
restaurant and lounge designed to season this year," he said. " ...
serve everyone in the Ellensburg The pool league and the dart
league had already started (to
community from pool players,
attract customers), and from the
sports connoisseurs, diners and
standpoint of an opportunity to
dancers.
attract those customers, we were
Ideally, Frazz' s was built as a
a day late and a dollar short."
place where people can enjoy
These sporting events were
themselves in a clean. friendly
already underway by the time
atmosphere while watching a
Frazz's opened.
game, meeting for social drinks
Possible teams for sponsorship,
or dinner, or dancing on the
such as pool and dart leagues,
spacious dance floor, said John
were already playing at places
Frazzini, owner of Frazz's.
like the Tav and the Horseshoe in
However, Frazz 's is not a
downtown Ellensburg.
finished product.
Central departments, such as the
Currently, plans are underway
theatre arts and sporting teams,
to build a patio overlooking a

by Anne Mafort
Staff reporter

See FRAZZ'S/page 11
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Students can enjoy art, bingo and film

FRAZZ'S: Students
share varied opinions
'

'

WHAT'S HAPPENING

on stage and perform.

From FRAZZ'S/page 10 .,..,,,,,,.The.emporium will also have.a
offer.
Every Friday night, Frazz's
has live entertainment, which
includes top 40 and blues bands,
said lounge manager J runes
Quitigua.
In the future, Frazz' s hope to
host shows by bands such as
Sweetwater or Black Happy,
two popular bands on the Seattle
scene, Quitigua said.
The cover charge on Friday
nights is usually $3 to $5,
depending on the entertainment
playing that night.
"In the 70s, there used to be
about nine different choices (in
town) where you could go to
listen to live music," Frazzini
said.
"In the last 20 years, we've
gone away from live music and
it's gone into karaoke, disc
jockey booths and that sort of
thing," he said.
"We felt there was a real need
for iive entertainment in
Ellensburg again," Frazzini said.
Frazz •s has a staff announcer
who plays a wide array of
,
music, often by request, every
Wednesday and Saturday.
The music ranges from country
to.techno-pop and top 40 for
customers to enjoy.
When the emporium has better
established itself in Ellensburg,
Frazzini said he has plans for
the emporium's entertainment.
These plans include comedy
acts, and open microphone
nights when customers can jump

video camera over the dance
floor taping the stage entertainment
The stage activity will be
availa}?le for viewing on monitors located throughout Frazz's.
The majority of customers who
frequent Frazz' s are around 30
years old, Frazzini said.
Not as many Central students
frequent the emporium as
Frazzini would like, he said.
However, he expects more
students to ~ome in the future.
especially in the spring, Frazzini
said.
Frazz' s is located near Perkins
Restaurant at the west interchange.
When asked about Frazz's,
students expressed varied
opinions.
"It seems like a Red Robin
want-to-be," said Heather
Fowler, a sophomore print
journalism major.
However, some students had
more positive thoughts.
Jessie Olsen, a senior sociology
major, said she liked the atmosphere.
"It's very nice," she said.
Brian Iverson, a junior English
education major, said. "Frazz's
looks like a sports version of the
Hard Rock Cafe."
"It is very impressive looking,
but it doesn't seem like things
are going as well as expected,"
he said.
"I think once people go see the
emporium and find out what it's
about, they'll go more often."

• The Pre-Professionals of the
American Home Economics
Association will meet at 1 p.m.
Feb. 4 in Michaelsen Hall,
Room223.
Elections of 1994-95 officers
will take place, as well as a
discussion of plans for winter
quarter.

• The Maltese Falcon, directed
by John Huston, is playing at 7
p.m._Feb. 6 in McConnell
Auditorium as part of the
Classic Film Series. Huston
draws a dark, cynical world
with painfully deep perception.

Sam Spade, played by
Humphrey Bogart, is caught in
the desperate search for the
jewelled falcon of Malta.
Spade's pursuit of his partner's
killer leads him to a group of
individuals who want the black
bird.
The black and white film is
101 minutes long and is
unrated.

• The National Invitational
Contemporary Photography
Exhibit is showing Feb. 7 to
March 4 at the Sarah Spurgeon
Art Gallery in Randall Hall.
The exhibit will feature 10
photographers: Suzanne
Saylor, Greg McGregor,
Masaru Nakamoto, Michael

Cleary, Jan Cook, Heather Cox,
· Thom Tu Due, Terri Warpinski,
Dan Powell and Stu Levy.
Nakamoto will also be
lecturing on photography at 3
p.m. Feb. 9 in Randall Hall.
DANCING

• Country line dancing lessons
will be at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 7 in
the Samuelson Union Building
Ballroom. All students, faculty
and staff are welcome to attend
this free event sponsored by the
Office of Residence Living.
BINGO

• Harry B's Bingo is at 8 p.m.
Feb. 4 in Barto Hall. For more
information, call Marie at 9637075.

Shootyz Groove has funk, rap ·
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by Jennifer Thompson
Staff reporter
Cross the bands Cypress Hill
and the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and out comes Shootyz Groove.
a five-member funk rock band
which combines jazz and rock
chords with ~ lyrics.
When I put Shootyz Groove's
tape, Respect, into the tape deck,
I heard sounds mixing funk, rap
and traditional rock music.
The lyrics explain that the
listener is traveling on the
singer's adventure through the
songs.
Shootyz Groove sings to satisfy
the existing demand for rap
music in today's society by

creating something for listeners
to hear. It defines this demand as
"The Craze," which is the title of
its first song .
In the third song, "Buddahful
Day," the band addresses the
debate over the legalization of
drugs.
"Just open your eyes, you gotta
legalize. People all around the
world feel effects of the high,"
are lyrics which allow the
listener to imply Shootyz Groove
believes marijuana should be
legalized
The band's lyrics ask the
listener to absorb the meaning of
the words. The problem is the
words are personalized by the
singer, making them hard for the
listener to interpret
On their album Respect,
Shootyz Groove tries to get the
listener involved in its music.

The weakness in this strategy is
there isn't much in the lyrics to
contemplate.
Shootyz Groove explains the
process of writing and singing,
but the group alienates most of
its listeners by talking about
personal processes most listeners
don't identify with.
The group leaves the listener
asking the question, "Why
should I care?"
However, because the music
has a catchy beat, I liked the
album. The last song on the
album has long guitar solos
which show the musical range of
the band.
Shootyz Groove's tape runs 23
minutes and contains five tracks.
It is available on Mercury .
Records, which is a division of
Polygram Records out of New
York.
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LGAs have the job that never ends
by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter
Imagine being on call 24 hours a •
day, every day.
· That's the life of a residence hall
Living Group Adviser, who h~ to
be prepared to go to work at any
time.
"Whenever the LGA goes home,
the LGA is potentially on the job,"
said Murray Larsen, director of
Residence Living.
"The next knock on the LGA's
door could be someone with a personal problem, ari underage resident drinking or someone who just
doesn't like the LGA and what the
LGA does," he said.
Larsen oversees 58 LGAs and 17
residence hall managers on
Central's campus.
Given the number of students living on campus, the ratio of residents to LG As is approximately 35
to 1. It may be lower in smaller
halls such as Kennedy-Green Hall,
Larsen said.
"The ratio (of LGAs to students)
at most other state colleges is about
50 to 1," he said.
If a student desires to become an
LGA, the process is a complicated
one.
First, students must fill out an..
application detailing why they want
to become an LGA.
The application is turned into the
Residence Living office along with
three letters of reference. All applications must be completed by Jan.
10 of each year.
But the process doesn't end with
the application.
"Filling out an application is just
thefirststep in the process," Larsen
said.
A team composed pf current residence hall staff, area coordinators,
and members of Larsen's staff interview individual applicants.

/E~

John Costello/The Observer

From left, Jenn Adrian and Sheila Behnke, both LGAs at Kennedy-Green Hall, discuss the prides and pitfalls that
come with their jobs.
In the third phase of the process,
applicants are interviewed in a team
with one or two other applicants
during a process involving two half
day workshops.
In one workshop, applicants roleplay various situations they might
encounter as LGAs, such as an
underage resident having alcohol,
an argument between roommates
or helping residents work out per-·
sonal problems.
In the other workshop, applicants
are assigned a group project designed to test their "community
building skills," which they can
use to create a residence community.

WE'VE GOT IT!

10°/0 OFF

· LGAs use the term "residence
.community" to describe students
living in a residence hall.
This community philosophy is
stressed in LGA training, focusing
on making a residence hall more
than just a place to live.
Last year, the group project was
an exercise where applicants had a
number of people described to them
and had to build a community for
these residents, Larsen said.
"Applicants were assigned a list
of people to put in their hypothetical hall and had to choose from
that list the people who were actually going to be in it," Larsen said.
The applicants decided what criteria to· use in choosing residents.
If applicants pass the preceding
stages of the selection process, they
take a class spring quarter intended
to train potential LGAs.
The class covers topics such as
building a staff team, residents'
activities and intervening in residents' behavior if they are being
disruptive.
After the class. the next year's
LGAs arc selected from the class
pmticipants.
Selected LG As attend a two week
training session before preview
week, the week before classes when
incoming freshmen are introduced
to college life.
Activities include additional
training with an emphasis on staff

bonding and activities designed to
make the hall staff team feel closer
to each other.
These activities also help LGAs
·become more used io working with
each other.
LGAs' compensation consists of
free room and board in addition to
a paycheck.
The LGAs' salaries come from
Central' s dining and housing bud-

get
The Residence Living portion is
$680,100, of which 7.52 percent,
or $51,143, goes to LGA salaries.
These figures translate to about
$40 every two weeks for an LGA
and $65 every two weeks for a
manager, Larsen said.
Despite the stress that comes
from being visible and active, the
interviewedLGAs said they loved
their jobs.
"I'm not doing this because I
need the free room and board,"
said Jenn Adrian, a sophomore
~ French major and LGA at
Kennedy-Green Hall.
"I get to meet so rnany different
types of people, get to know them,
and give something back to the
campus community," she said.
However, the job can present
problems other students would not
have to deal with.
"You never know what the next
thing is going to be," Adrian said.
"There are times when I get a
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knock on my door, and if I wasn't
an LGA I wouldn't get up and

answer it."
In addition to the responsibility
connected with being an LGA, time
management can also be a problem.
It isn't unusual to lose one or two
LGAs early in the year due to burnout or overcommittment, Larsen
said.
"Sometimes a student is getting
further along in their major, and
may be taking upper di vision
classes or have to do an off campus
internship ... (The student) can't
make a commitment to both things
... ,"Larsen said.
Having a social life can also be
a problem for LGAs.
"I have a difficult time seeing
anyone outside of my hall ... I'm
here so much," Adrian said.
Apparently Adrian and another
Kennedy-Green LGA, Sheila
Behnke, a junior double majoring
in retail management and fashion
merchandising, also find it
difficult to find time to date.
"Almost all the guys you meet are
in your dorm and it would be difficult to date inside your dorm,"
Adrian said.
She said the reason for that is
LGAs spend so much time in the
residence hall, it's difficult to see
people outside of it.
Behnke throws up her hands.
"A date," she said, "what's a
date?"
Adrian agreed.
"It can be difficult to meet people
outside your dorm," she said.
Things other students might take
for granted, like responsibility, may
beproblemsforLGAs,Adrian said.
"You are always visible ... everyone sees you around the hall,"
Adrian said.
This visibility could result in
added responsibility.
"You have to show your residents
responsible behavior, because as
an LGA, you set the example,"
Behnke said.
There's a lot to be gained from
being an LGA, said CarmodyMunro LGA Tracy Biuggom, a
senior elementary major.
"I can't think of any other job I
would want to have while I am in
school," Bruggom said.
Bruggom will remember her
LGA experiences forever, she
said.
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SPORTS
Three-pointers shipwreck-Pirates
by Chuck Case
Staff reporter
Central's 84-81 overtime victory
over Whitworth College Monday
at home helped make up for league
losses to the University of Puget
Sound and Lewis & Clark State
College.
Central's league record now
stands at 2-4 heading into
Saturday's home game against
arch-rival Western Washington
University.
"I want to see a lot of fans at the
Western game," head coach Gil
Coleman said.
On Jan. 31 the visiting Pirates
scored the first five points, all courtesy of Jason Hull. But Central
rebounded with seven straight to
take a two-point lead.
Central's largest lead of the first
half came when Venters scored on
a lay-up with 7:07 left. The basket
gave Central a 26-20 lead. But
Whitworth went on a 7-0 run in the
next two and a half minutes to take
a one-point lead.
Whitworth led 30-28 when
Rockwood was called for a technical foul with 4:02 left. Whitworth' s
Chad McGuire made both ensuing
free throws to give the Pirates a
four-point lead. Whitworth went
into halftime with a 36-35 lead.
A fast-break slam by Thomas gave
Central a 38-36 lead 41 seconds
into the second half. The game
remained close early in the half.
Whitworth College then went on a
10-2 run in just more than four
minutes to take a 56-48 lead with
12:36 left.
Central scored the next seven
points to close the margin to one.
Four minutes later, Thomas' tip-in
gave Central its first lead in more
than 12 minutes, 61-60.
With five and a half minutes left,
Ryan Pepper committed his fourth
foul but stayed in the game. The
widest margin the rest of the half

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Willie Thomas goes for a tip-in as Wade Venters looks on.
Thomas leads the Wildcats in blocked shots with 19. He
scored 15 points and and 11 rebounds in Central's win over
Whitworth.
was three points with 1:49 remaining.
Central closed the margin to one
onRockwood's three-pointer. Then
after Kevin Wright of Whitworth
missed the second of a one-and-one
situation, King made both ends of a
one-and-one with 52 seconds left to
tie the game at 72. Neither team
scored again, and the game went
into overtime.
Thomas' two-handed slam gave

Central a 76-72 lead 46 seconds
into overtime. With 18 seconds left,
Rockwood fouled out, sending
Wright to the line to shoot two.
Wright missed the first, but made
the second.
That tied the score at 81. Eleven
seconds later, Ryan Pepper hit a
three-pointer to give Central the
lead. Despite Ryan Pepper missing
a free throw with two seconds left,
Central still came away with an 84-

81 win.
"I wasn't hitting threes before because I worried too much," Ryan
Pepper said. "I didn't worry tonight. I concentrated and just kept
on shooting.
"I've never tried hitting the winning shot before," Ryan Pepper said.
"But I've always thought it would
be kind of neat."
Despite having four fouls, Pepper
did not back down at all.
"I just tried to play good defense
and keep it up," Ryan Pepper said.
"We fouled him (Ryan Pepper)
out early in the year," Coleman
said ... He's now mature enough (to
be able to play with four fouls)."
The men's team tangled with Puget
Sound Jan. 26.
Central's effort was dominated in
the early going by Ryan Pepper and
Willie Thomas, who scored
Central's first 12 points. Thomas'
jam off an alley-oop gave Central a
24-15 lead with 12:35 left in the
first half.
The 42-37 halftime lead Central
enjoyed was wiped out in the first ·
two and a half minutes of the second half. Puget Sound scored the
first six points and held the lead for
most of the second half. However,
Wade Venters' basket with 2:26
left gave Central a 67-65 lead.
Central increased its lead to 76-71
in the final minute. But Whitney
Dixon's three-pointer reduced
Puget Sound's deficit to two. After
Chico King missed the second free
throw of a one-and-one, Dixon hit
another three-pointer to send the
game into overtime.
In overtime, Central took an 8179 lead, butPugetSoundcame back.
Central was outscored 13-1 in the
final minutes, and lost 92-82.
"We're playing to get into the
playoffs now," Coleman said ...We
have to dig in and try to get homecourt advantage now."
Central didn't help itself, though
against Lewis & Clark State on
Saturday. Just more than two min-

utes into the game, Rockwood hit
a lay-in to give Central a 6-4 lead.
However, Rockwood injured his
ankle soon afterward. Lewis &
Clark State took advantage of
Rockwood's absence by scoring
the. next eight points in two minutes, including two three-pointers
by Jamie Hand.
Another eight-point run gave
Lewis & Clark State a 33-21 lead.
The Warriors led 41-33 at half-.
time.
Venters and Ryan Pepper scored
the first four poi11ts of the second
half as Central closed the margin
to four with 18:23 left in the game.
However, the Warriors came
back with a 7-2 run to make the
score 48-39 with 14:45 left.
Central had a chance to tie the
game after King made the first
shot of a one-and-one with 5:06
left. The shot brought the score to
56-55. But King missed the second shot.
From then on, the closest Central
came to was 62-59 with two minutes left. Lewis & Clark State then
scored the next 11 points. Two
free throws by Redd Pepper with
less than 30 seconds left made the
final margin 73-61.
The game, like others during the
year, turned at the free-throw line,
Coleman said.
'"We were unable to hit' free
throws down the stretch," Coleman
said. "In our three 'upsets' we shot
well down the stretch."
However, assistant coach Greg
Sparling said the team shouldn't
be ashamed for its effort.
"The effort is there," he said.
"It's been 'there three of the last
four games, with the exception of
the Western game."
Ryan Pepper led the Wildcats
with 28 points. Venters added 19
points and 13 rebounds.
Tonight the Wildcats face the
UniversityofSt.Martin's inLacey
before the Western game Saturday.

Central men host arch-rival Western Saturday
row and they (Western) scored on
every turnover, so that's 10 points
right there."
Junior guard-forward David
Rockwood said, "Not only did we
start fouling but the things we didn't
do were the ones coach (head coach
by Paul L. Williams
, Gil Coleman) discussed, which
SQorts editor
were to get back on defense, win
One of the biggest rivalries in the the rebounds and stop penetration."
state resumes Feb. 5 when the
As of Feb. 1, the Vikings were the
Western Washington University 19th-ranked team in the nation.
Vikings come to Nicholson Pavil- They are 16-4 overall and are leadion for a men's basketball game.
ing the Pacific Northwest Region
It will be the third time this season with a 6-0 record.
Central and Western face off. Each
Central has not enjoyed the same
team has won once. The Wildcats success though. The Wildcats are
scored an 80-79 victory Dec. 17 currently 2-4 in district play and 7and Western returned the favor with 14 overall.
a 92..()6 scoreJan. 22 in Bellingham.
Western brings a high-powered
"We were in the game~ we were attack featuring senior guard
only six points down," senior cen- Dwayne Kirkley. Kirkley is leadter Wade Venters said. ''Then we ing the region in scoring at just
turned the ball over five times in a under 22 points a game. His ability

Vikings ranked
19th in the nation
with 16-4 record

to penetrate defenses is a concern
for the Wildcats.
"We would rather have him shoot
jumpers than drive," junior forward
Willie Thomas said.
In addition to Kirkley, Western
has three other players averaging
in double figures in scoring. Harold
Doyalaverages 14.9points a game,
Joel Duchesne averages 14.3 points
agameandJeffDickaveragcs 13.9
points per contest.
DeForest Phelps averages 8.4 rebounds a game and Kirkley dishes
out 6.1 assists per game. He averages more than threestealspercontest.
Rockwood said Kirkley and Dick
gave the Wildcats the most problems at their meeting in January.
"We couldn't stop Kirkley, Dick
went nuts on us and they got out on
the break and hit everything they
shot," Rockwood said.

The consensus among the Wildcats is the keys to victory Saturday
will be controlling the Viking fast
break and controlling the rebounds.
"We need to stick with them on the
boards," Thomas said.
Venters said, "We've got to control their fast break and we've got to
keep them off the boards."
Rockwood said, "It'~ really who
wins on the boards. If we can keep
them off the offensive boards and if
we get back on defense that's what's
going to stop them."
The game plan is still being drawn
up, but the Wildcats plan to change
things a little.
"We played a man-to-man defense
last time and they beat us by 30. The
first time we beat them we threw a
zoneatthemandsomeman-to-man,"
Rockwood said.
The Wildcats played in front of a
hug~ crowd at Sam Carver Gym on

Western's campus and would like
nothing better to see a standingroom-only crowd on Saturday.
..It was the biggest crowd we
have seen all year," Venters said.
Rockwood said, "We definitely
would like to see a packed house.
A lot of people are coming frum
Western to the game. It would be
nice to have a packed house."
Central has won nine of the past
11 meetings with Western and
leads the overall series 135-69.
The Wildcats come into the contest a little bit banged up. Junior
guard Bryan Silver has missed
some time with a bad knee and
Terry Evans will be lost for the
season due t.o academic problems.
The Wildcats currently sit in fifth
place. The top six teams make it to
the district tournament, but the top
four teams will host first-round
games.
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Three more wrestlers nationals-bound
by Deborah lrmer
Staff reporter
Central's wrestling squad had its
strongest finish in four years Saturday at the Washington State
Championships in Nicholson Pavilion.
Adam Scanlon, Paul Martinez,
and Joe Knox all qualified for the
NAIA nationals at the meet, bringing the numberof qualifying Central wrestlers to eight. Jason
Stevenson, Chad Requa, Jason
Baril, Erik McDowell and Jason
Vose all qualified during prior
tournaments.
Despite Central's inability to
wrestle with a full team, it fared
well, finishing the tournament in
fourth place. Pacific University
won the championship followed
by Simon Fraser with 14 points,
Western Montana with 13, and
Central with 12.
Wrestling at 118-pounds, Baril
lost to Pacific's Jason Comer 6-5,
but came back to pin John Turpen,
who was wrestling unattached, in
12 seconds. In the second-round
consolation match, Paul Kaiser of
High line Community College defeated Baril 10-2.
Wrestling in the 134-pound class,
Knox blew away Sean Vamier of
Big Bend Community College
with an 18-3 majority decision.
Knox defeated John Van Campen
of Simon Fraser in the second
round 11-7 and then defeated
Lower Columbia College's Aaron
Davis 8-5.
Knox 'sonly loss of the day came
during the championship finals
when Matt Paulson, wrestling unattached, defeated him 7-2.
Wrestling in the 142-poundclass,
Central's Brett Lucas pinned
Derek Brignel of Douglas College
in 5 :03 in the first round of compe-

..: · =:: :_: · ~:::: ::-~ :.::: ;:· ; ;·:-- ::::; ::;:.::)\:~ ~\ ///:}; ~/ ].\~}
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Joe Knox looks for a takedown. Knox Is one of eight wrestlers who has quallfled for nationals this year.
tition. In the second round, Lucas
had a tough battle, but finally prevailed, edging Luke Cleaver of Pacific 11-9 in overtime. In the semifinals, Steve Gamble of Lower Columbia Community College defeated Lucas 6-4.
The defeat knocked Lucas into
the third-round consolation match
where he was defeated once again,
this time by Rich Vasquez from
Western Montana, 7-3.
Wrestling in the same weight class
as Lucas, Stevenson defeated Chris
Geers, who wrestled unattached,
6-3.
Advancing to the semifinals,
Stevenson defeated Steve Rose of
Simon Fraser 7-3.

However, in the championship finals, Stevenson was defeated by
Lower Columbia's Steve Gamble 8-

2.
Wrestling at 158-pounds, Scanlon
finished in second place. In firstround competition, Scanlon whipped
Big Bend's Aaron Bagwell 7-4.
Advancing to the semifinals,
Scanlon
defeated
Pacific
University's Nathan Stanley 3-2.
Scanlon was defeated in the championship finals 3-1.
Wrestling in the 177-pound class,
Central's Jaime Peterson was defeated by Simon Fraser's Troy Jindra
9-2, but Peterson came back in the
first round consolation match to defeat Simon Fraser's Sam Baruden 8-

p

•

3. However, in the second-round
consolation match, Peterson lost
to Devin McLane of Pacific
Lutheran 8-4.
Wrestling at 190-pounds,
Central' s Andy Boe was edged by
Dean Schmickel of Simon Fraser
6-5, but returned later to defeat
Orlando Jordan, who was wrestling unattached, 7-3.
Also wrestling in the 190-pound
class, Vose was pinned by Douglas' Dave Garvin at 6:38.
The loss pushed Vose into the
first-round consolation match
where he then defeated Big Bend' s
Dave Quimby 9-7.
The finale of the day came when
Paul Martinez blew away Tony
Ruiz of Big Bend 8-2. Sean
McAfee, who wrestled unattached,
also fell to Martinez with a closing
score of 9-7. However, Martinez
was defeated by Matt Rosen, who
wrestled unattached, 3-2.
Central' s wrestling coach, Gregg

Olson, said he "will be very disappointed if the qualifying wrestlers
do not place in the top ten" at the
NAIA Championships in Montana.
Martinez said he started the season out slow, but has gained intensity with each passing dual meet.
The Central matmen will be in
action once again at 7 p.m. Feb. 11
at Nicholson Pavilion.
Only two more dual meets remain for the Wildcats and both are
on the road. They square off with
Pacific Lutheran Feb. 18 and travel
to Simon Fraser the following day.
Central stunned the Lutes in a
dual meet last week, winning 2814.
The district meet takes place Feb.
25. It represents the last chance for
Central wrestlers to qualify for the
national meet in March. The top
two finishers in each weight class
in districts will qualify for nationals.

DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570
Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder... next to cam us
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$1.29
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CoOL/NT'.-

Expires 2/20/94
At participating
Dairy Queen® Stores.

in town.

WI ,_.YOU llCIHT®

Dairy Queen® stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitais for children.
© AM D.Q. Corp./1991

1Qth& Alder

925-5542

Join The GYM and take advantage of our "Members only" Pro Shop. The absolute lowest price on
tanks, tees, sweats, belts, gloves and supplements.
Just one more benefit of belonging to the best gym

@ Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., AM 0.0. Corp.

West lnte~change
925-5442

Compare at
All of our prices include tax.

Rafael Daniels Gloves
· 4" Leather belt
Tank or Tee
Mega Mass 2000
(12.Slb)

The GYM

Only S 16.50 per month or

Feb. Mar. special S33.00 includes free ID

May 10 .

Others

$13.50 - $18.00
$20.00 - $28.00
$8.50 - $13.00
$38.00 - $60.00

Free weights • Selector weights
•aerobic equipment & classes
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Turnovers lead to losses for Lady 'Cats
Central women
still looking for
first league win
by Ernest M. Baldwin
Staff reporter
The Central women's basketball
team saw their record drop to 4-13
with two losses, one to Lewis and
Clark State College Saturday, 8372, and the other to Whitworth
College Monday, 76-54.
The 'Cats averaged 21 turnovers
in both games and had 16 turnovers
in the first half alone against Lewis
and Clark.
Karla Hawes led the 'Cats Saturday with 20 points and eight rebounds followed by Becky
Fiti:jarrald with 12 points. Lewis
and Clark was led by Holly Wais
with 22 points and Alyson Rollins
with 15 point~.
The Wildcats came within a point,
47-46, midway through the second
half until Lewis and Clark ran off
five straight points and pulled away
to win the game.
Monday, the women hung ·tough
against the Pirates, trailing' 40-35
midway through the second half.
Then Whitworth got hot from the
three-point line and dominated the

boards to pull away for the win.
"We did not execute or rebound
well for the game," head coach
Nancy Katzer said. The Wildcats
were out-rebounded by a 42-29
margin.
''The team came ~ut really lethargic to begin the start of both
halves," Katzer said. "That really
hurt us because once we got into
the game it was too late."
The Wildcats shot only 37 percent
for the game, while Whitworth shot
50 percent from the floor.
"They (Whitworth) played the
toughest defense we have faced all
year," Katzer said.
The 'Cats were led in scoring
Monday by Shannan Sherrill, \\:'ho
poured in 17 points, followed by
Karla Hawes with 10 points.
Whitworth was led by Apryl
Brainard with a game-high '25
points, and Becky Randell cleaned
up the boards with 11 rebounds.
"The ladies are really working
hard and improving with every
game," Katzer said. "We have the
second round ofleague games coming up where we can still achieve
goals and move up on some of the
teams in front of us." ·
The next home game at Nicholson
Pavilion will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 4
against Simon Fraser. The Wildcats are still looking for their first

SPORTS BRIEFS

- - - - - - - - - . STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
France, Germany are available for
Spring quarter! Call the Office of
International Programs, 963-3612.
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to PO Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051.
POSITION AVAILABLE. UMHEEllensburg seeks part-time person to do
ministry outreach. 10 hrs./wk. $400/
mo. For job description and application
instructions, contact First United
Methodist Church, 3rd and Ruby. 9629257.
SUMMER CAMP jobs for men and
women. Hidden Valley Camp interviewing February 11. Make appointment
and get further information at Student
Employment Office.
ATIENTION STUDENTS Earn extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. -Send SASE to
Midwest Mailers, PO Box 395, Olathe,
KS 66051. Immediate Response.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 (Office of International
Programs) to find out!

Tiffany Rutter fires from three-point range.
league win. They arc currently· 0-5
in NAIA District I play. Seattle
University is in first place.
On Feb. 1, Central played Western Washington University in
Bellingham.

~~OUTDOOR STORE

FORT MAC

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep .
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required . Call:
Campus Rep Program

l:',~J;t;i§~~~ig::.
-----+-.
TOUR GUIDE

Now open on the corner of Main & Tacoma

by Paul L. Williams
Sports editor

BELLINGER RECEIVES
SCH OLAR-A TH LE TE
AWARD
Larry Bellinger, a junior from
Tacoma-Lincoln, was named the
NAIA District I Scholar-Athlete
for football.
Bellinger carries a 3 .83 GPA and
is a business major. During football season, he was one of five
football players in the Columbia
Football Association to earn a perfect-4.0 GPA. Earlier this month,
Bellinger was named an NAIA
Academic All-AIIJerican. One athlete is selected from each fall sport
to receive this award.
Bellinger set a record for most

touchdown receptions with 11 this
past season.

111 W. T:

CENTRAL INDOOR TRACK
TEAM BEGINS '94 SEASON
The Central indoor track and field
team had its first indoor meet of
the season at Eastern Washington
University in Cheney.
Veronica Persons placed third in
the high jump and Eric Tollefson
placed third in the 3,000 meters to
lead the Wildcats. .
The l,(i()() meter relay team,
which consists of Chad Klassen,
Loren Meyers, Nathan Steele and
Jay Spears, finished second with a
time of 3:27.61.
The indoor track team has two
more meets on the schedule, both
at the University of Idaho.

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

~

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES! Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272.

m

2-3

$9 .3.1/hour +Room & Board during tour season

STUDY JAPANESE language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with ~ language
level. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters. Apply for Spring now!
Office of International Programs, 9633612.
STUDY IN ATHENS, GREECE. A
quarterly program, open Fall and Spring
Quarters, otters Greek language for
beginners. Other courses could include
history, political science, Greek
literature and art history. Application for
Spring available now! 963-3612.
REWARDING SUMMER Jobs.
Firefighter, tour guide, dude ranch, hotel
staff, etc.,+ volunteer.and government
positions at national parks. F~n Work.
Benefits+ bonuses! For details call:
(206)545-4804 ext. N6093

Eight exciting and rewarding FT summer jobs conducting
public tours of Skagit Hydroelectric Project in the North
Cascades. Applicants must have min. 2 yrs exp involving
leadership, sales and/or public speaking. Exp w/group living,
persons with disabilities and/or elderly and foreign languages is
desirable. Guides are required to live on-site 5 days a week.
Valid Wash State Driver's License, first aid card and CPR
certification must be obtained before starting work.

ADOPTION: EXPERIENCED, stable,
college educated parents, successfully
raising happy creative kids, hope for
newborn or toddler to join our loving
family. Home study and references
available. Call us collect or leave
message: 206-463-2996.

Applications due Feb 8, 1994. For application materials contact:
Seattle City Light
Personnel Services
1015 3rd Ave., Room 103
Seattle, WA 98104-1198

STUDY"SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Mexicano
Internacional offer language and culture
- - - - - - - · classes. The cost is approximately

(206) 684-3273
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~OO~r~art~for~Wo~~u~~.
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Better sound through research@
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REEBOK STEP AEROBICS Certified
instructors. Hans' Gym offers 40
classes per week. For more information
call 962-9277.

v

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

CAMP EASTER Seals Summer Jobs!
Camp Directors will be on campus Feb.
9th. Interviewing for all positions. Call
1-206-884-2722 for more informatiM

0

CHRISTIAN CAMPS
Summer Staff Opportunities
The Bose® Acoustimass®-5 Series 11 Speaker Cube

Save $100° on
Acoustimass ®
AM:.511
speaker system
with this ad!

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

You Are Invited ...

*Bose® 2.2 Bookshelf

to meet representatives from eight Northwest camps
on FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, in the
SUB Pit Walk Area from 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

speaker system. only $199. 95

Sponsored By:

~ Christian Camping International
'•'

.

United Slales Division

WORDS ARE US. Word processing.
No job too small. Contact Diane at 2484118 after 4:30.

April 24

-

lean's

-

air-

925-1828
417 N. Pearl
RADIO & TELEVISION .

SECRETARY -ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT for Northwest's leading
paragliding school. Word processing,
phones, book keeping. Strong
computer aptitude. Upbeat nonsmoking environment. Flexible hours.
Free paragliding lessons if desired.
Send resume and salary requirements
to: P.0. Box 4, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
FUN SUMMER JOBS!
Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring boy's
and girl's counselors. Enjoy horseback
riding, swimming (need two lifeguards),
hiking, etc. while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. The ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well fed. Must be a
good cook, efficient kitchen worker,
and enjoy people. Call Penny: 1-509674-2366.

Do You Have
IQ
~·

... JT

ASIA UNIVERSITY
AMERICA
PROGRAM

-n~•-

GARAGE SALE
Central 'Wasliington 'University's Intramural Sports Program
. presents

Getitat
- ~ Winegar's
~'-·University store

Bikes, electronics,
other miscellaneous items
Date: Saturday,
February S, 1994
Time: 9:30 a.m. - Noon
Place: SUB Pit

'Bas/(f tba{{ 'Tournament

-

~~

Great Deals!

ScfiictSuper J{oops
'Tliree on 'Tliree

/ ....~

Mr. G's Groce

Saturday, :February 12tli
9:00 a.m.
~icliolson Pavi{ion
Cost: 15.00 per team
Mens & Womens 'Division

Ad expires 2-10-94

Mickey's 22oz

79¢

•FINE MALT LIQUOR•

Keystone full case cans

$8.09
Fountain drinks 32oz

~gister 6y 5:00 p.m.

Mt. Dew, Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-up

:Fe6 11 at SV.'B 212

=,,,m
~la:

:For more information ca{{ 963-3512

On the corner of 8th & Chestnut 925-2467
Open M- Sat. 7 to 10 Sun. 8 to 10

prices
Well drinks
$2.00

Pitchers
Domestic $3.00
Micro $5.00

Happyhour 5pm-7pm
· daily
all day Mon.

----~-------~--,

~ ~n~y~gh Thursday putcllase
I

Sonic vs.
Detroit

Frazzini's
special sauce

:

one entree at regular price,
I
get second of equal or lesser value 1/2
I
price.
I
1Must bring in coupon
expires 2-27-94 1

.. _______________ ..

Happy hour all
da

I
I

5:00

Live music:
. 9:30
CWU'sown
Current

Tacos
4 for $5.99

~-------------,
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$Z cover

Thursday purchase

:I

one entree at regular price,
I
get second of. equal or lesser value 1/2 I
I
price.
I
1Must brin~ in coupon
expires 2-27-94 1

._

Sonics vs.
Milwaukee
6:00
DJ Booth
after game

~~1):~..

~

•
1

I
I
I._

____ ..., ______ .... ___ ..

-------------,
PPETIZERS
. · . .·

- ·.·r-....-

·

·

·

·

I

1
Buy 1 appetizer at regular price, I
get the second one free.
I
I
...,
....

____ ______ ___ ..

1Must brimr in coupon

expires 2-27-94 1

Sonics vs.
Portland

7:00
Pay per view $5

DJ Booth
after game
August 11

